
 

NPS, Kengeri organized an educational trip for the students of Grade VII to HAL 

(Hindustan Aeronautics Limited), Bengaluru on 16th August 2019. 

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) is an Indian state owned aerospace and defence 

company headquartered in Bengaluru, India. It is governed under the management of 

Indian Ministry of Defence. 

Students started from the school at 8:30 am and reached Hindustan Aeronautics 

Limited, Bengaluru by 10:00 am. They all were welcomed by the HAL representatives 

who voluntarily took initiative to escort the students.   

First, the students visited HAL heritage center and Aerospace Museum, which is India's 

first aerospace museum. There they witnessed various types of Aircraft models on static 

display, pictures of Air Crafts and wall of fame from 1940 on-wards.  Further the 

students were escorted to audio-visual room where they watched the complete 

documentary on HAL, which gave the glimpses of manufacturing of air crafts and its 

application in Indian Military. 

Students were taken to the Air Craft and Engine indoor display hall and allowed to see 

the air craft model which was used by the Indian army.  Outdoor display of Aircraft such 

as MARUT, MIG-21, HT-2, KIRAN, CANBERRA, AJEET, LAKSHYA (Pilotless Target 

Aircraft) & many more, will excite aerospace lovers of all ages. 

The Museum has an excellently landscaped exterior with an exclusive Rose Garden, 

Orchidarium and Herbal Garden with a number of exotic varieties. For small kids’ and 

children’s’ amusement, there is a fish pond with colourful fishes.  Students visited the 

Souvenir Shop where they could purchase air craft models and other items. They 

enjoyed relaxing in the Cafeteria which has an open space natural Dining Hall under the 

trees. 

The students thoroughly enjoyed the trip and gained more knowledge about aeronautics. 
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